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INTRODUCTION TO PR.E.S.T.O. PROJECT 

PR.E.S.T.O. "Promoting pEople with disability Transnational mObility" is an Erasmus+ 
Strategic Partnerships project, aiming to promote the social inclusion of people with 
Intellectual Disability (ID) and to facilitate the transition to the labour market of people with 
ID thanks to their involvement in transnational mobilities. Based on these general goals, 
some specific objectives can be outlined: 

▪ To define a set of standards and tools for the design of transnational mobility paths for 
people with ID; 

▪ To update skills of VET providers staff in the design of transnational mobility projects; 
▪ To promote the involvement of people with ID in work-based international mobility 

paths; 
▪ To raise awareness among VET managers, operators, NGOs and families of people with 

ID and SMEs hosting interns; 
▪ To promote the collaboration between VET providers, hosting companies and NGOs 

for the mutual design of transnational mobility opportunities. 

The specific actions to achieve the expected results foresee the introduction to a unique 
training opportunity for VET project designers by using, enhancing and integrating partners' 
expertise in the fields of mobility, training and social inclusion of people with disabilities. 

As a main action, the project wants to involve involve people with intellectual disabilities in 
international mobility projects by: 

▪ Developing guidelines and tools to support VET Providers in the design and 

implementation of transnational mobility experiences for people with ID; 

▪ Developing the design, contents and materials/tools of PR.E.S.T.O.'s Training Course; 

▪ Piloting the PR.E.S.T.O. Training Course; 

▪ Designing and organising Blended mobilities for VET learners; 

▪ Raising awareness through the PR.E.S.T.O. VIDEO; 

Specifically, the first project output is designed to achieve some specific objectives, named 

the definition of a set of quality standards and tools for the design of translational mobility 

projects/paths accessible by people with ID; to update the competences of VET project 

designers as for what regards the capacity to design translational mobility experiences 

fostering the participation of people with ID; to test VET Project Designers' new 

competencies and skills in real practice and assess the validity and effectiveness of the 

PR.E.S.T.O.  

These practical activities will facilitate the development of concrete results as the training 

course for VET Providers, PR.E.S.T.O. Guidelines to support VET Providers in Europe in the 

design and implementation of transnational mobility experiences for people with ID, the 

PR.E.S.T.O. Training Course design, contents and material and, finally, 6 blended mobility 

projects for VET learners.  
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The second project output will involve directly ID learners during their mobility to record 

brief videos of their experiences as evidence of and best practice to be spread among 

European partners. In particular, this output is aimed to promote the mobility of people with 

ID in Europe by raising awareness of VET managers and host SMEs on how to involve people 

with ID in mobility paths, to tackle prejudices regarding the capacities of people with ID in 

mainstream workplaces, to increase the number of companies and SMEs willing to host 

participants with ID within mobility projects, to increase the number of VET Providers willing 

to involve people with ID in their mobility projects.  
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TRAINING COURSE FOR VET PROVIDERS: AN OVERVIEW 

The aim of the training course is to provide VET mobility project designers with knowledge, 
new skills and procedures on how to design and organise a mobility project involving people 
with ID. The acquisition of new skills and knowledge can be considered as a professional 
update for all participants, integrating the framework provided within the current field of 
organisation activities. 

Before deepening training course materials, modules and objectives, it is important to 
consider how it was designed, which needs were considered and how these have been 
enquired. Therefore, in order to evaluate the existing lack in organising project mobilities 
with ID learners, a first needs analysis assessment was carried out. The needs inquiry should 
be addressed involving mainly VET project mobility designers and mobility operators, 
preferably with some previous experience with ID learners. This stage is very important for 
the effective development of a training course because the results can drive course design 
toward different focus, and the inputs strongly determine training results. Specifically, the 
areas addressed refer to:  

● Specific mobility knowledge about ID learners’ necessities: “easy reading “concept, 
Europass mobility; 

● Specific skills: how to build a group for international mobilities including ID learners, 
how to organise the tutoring, how to involve the families, how to manage 
communication exchanges, how to assess the skills gained after the apprenticeship 
period and how to support the ID learners; 

● Criteria to fulfil: personal autonomy, identification of skills acquired.  

It is important to keep in mind that the needs just assessed are only a suggestion, though 
accurately selected and assessed, and for all those willing to implement this training toolkit, 
some of the specific points characterising this guide are adaptable to the environment of 
application. To consult the specific results achieved by the needs analysis, use this link. 

The second step to develop an effective training course is the building up macro and micro 
design tables. Namely, these tables refer to: learning strategy, planning of training modules, 
definition of learning objectives and outcomes, workload timely defined, learning materials. 
A deep examination on how to develop these tables will follow. Once structured the training 
course from a learning perspective, it is important to set precise dates, define the setting of 
lessons and additional materials required. At the end of each module, an assessment test 
should be delivered to assess the level of acquisition of knowledge, skills and competences. 
At the end of the training course, a general quality and satisfaction assessment has to be 
carried out, and results delivered to participants.  
  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YDKy4XoUJYIgzNp1h5eHfex2nhC3zkTQ/view?usp=sharing
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TRAINING COURSE FOR VET PROVIDERS: MACRO DESIGN 

The macro design refers to the structure of training modules. In other words, which are the 
single units composing the entire training. In each unit, some information is provided to 
learners:  

● Unit description: a brief description of the Unit and what will be done, so that learners 
can acknowledge the topics addressed and figure out unit structure; 

● Unit schedule: each unit activity is progressively listed out, including duration; 
● Learning objectives: specific objectives the unit foresees to achieve; 
● Learning Outcomes: what learners will be able to do at the unit completion; 
● Unit core material: PTTs, presentations, practical exercises, PDFs, handbook… 

According to needs analysis results, the training course is designed addressing the following 
topics: “What to do before, during and after the mobility”, “evaluation processes” and “Best 
practices”. 

MODULE 1: PRACTICAL MOBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

PRACTICAL_1: WHAT TO KEEP IN MIND TO PREPARE THE MOBILITY WITH LEARNERS WITH 

INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY (ID) 

COURSE UNIT DESCRIPTION 

1 Unit code Practical_1 

2 Unit title 

What to keep in mind to prepare for mobility with learners with 
intellectual disability (ID) The first Unit focuses on the 
preparation activities to design the mobility. 

3 Unit description This unit introduces the learners to: 
- know who people with ID at work abroad are 
- collect practical arrangements with candidates with ID and 
their tutors, families, hosting companies 

It includes: 
● PPT  
● Easy to understand - ETU - tools 
● Link to videos 
● Online course on people with intellectual disability at 

work 
● HACCP course 
● Link to smartourism guide 

4 Unit schedule (code of 

sub-units and time) 
Pract1_1.1: Trainees / workers with intellectual disability: how 
much do you know? – 20 minutes  
Pract1_1.2: Learners with ID – 10 minutes 
Pract1_1.3: (Accompanying) Tutor – 10 minutes  
Pract1_1.4: Composition of the group – 10 minutes  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13pUWFxvbz4AKLX8HGh1g4RMw2zGREpKk?usp=sharing
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Pract1_1.5: Families – 10 minutes 
Pract1_1.6: Preparation of the mobility - 40 min 
Pract1_1.7: Contacts with other local organisations (NGOs, 
people, public institutions) – 10 min 
Pract1_1.8: Field experiences 

5 Learning objectives 

LObj1: Define features and needs of ID learners; 
LObj2: Carry out preparatory activities for the international 
mobility; 

6 
Learning outcomes 
(LOut) 

LOut1: Describe the key principles and concepts of who learners 
with ID are 
LOut2: Describe the preparation phase of a mobility with 
learners with ID, taking into account all the actors involved 
LOut3: Share best practices of mobilities with participants with 
intellectual disability  

7 Unit core material  

Pract_1a: What to keep in mind to prepare for mobility with 
learners with intellectual disability (ppt presentation) 
Pract_1b: PARTICIPANTS’ PREPARATION BEFORE THE MOBILITY 
(PPT presentation) 
Pract_1c: Video https://www.valueablenetwork.eu/video-
gallery/  
Pract_1d: Web page/tool https://www.valueablenetwork.eu/  
Pract_1e: ETU HACCP course 
(https://www.valueablenetwork.eu/haccp-courses/); 
(https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13pUWFxvbz4AKLX8HG
h1g4RMw2zGREpKk?usp=sharing) 

8 
Assessment tools (self-
evaluation exercises, 

test, etc.) 

● Course + test:  
How much do you know about intellectual disability? 
(course for manager and staff) 
https://www.valueablenetwork.eu/manager-courses/) 

9 Key words People with ID; ID, mobility; Preparation phase;  

Table 1: 1st Unit macro design 

This unit mainly focuses on the preparatory phase of the mobility design, providing 
fundamental knowledge about ID learners features, their needs when working abroad, and 
best practices to follow.  
In particular, many topics will be addressed, from the requirements necessary for the 
accompanying tutor and the contacts with local organisations. 
But of most importance is the preparation of mobility. Indeed, much of the preparatory 
phase can be concentrated in this phase, where 7 meetings should be held with different 
stakeholders:  

● First meeting. Introduction of the participants selected and overview of the 
destination: of top ten attractions. Travelling abroad: some hints. Use of easy-to-read 
resources, already developed in past projects and contained in the “Valuable 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1iORxHk9ZVgnOp1MjxXQdHohIOdxKzadH/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=117141748792644755115&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15TpM-y3-uWuKn8Pq6DHq3I8ZYcML-vdt/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=117141748792644755115&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://www.valueablenetwork.eu/video-gallery/
https://www.valueablenetwork.eu/video-gallery/
https://www.valueablenetwork.eu/
https://www.valueablenetwork.eu/haccp-courses/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13pUWFxvbz4AKLX8HGh1g4RMw2zGREpKk?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13pUWFxvbz4AKLX8HGh1g4RMw2zGREpKk?usp=sharing
https://www.valueablenetwork.eu/manager-courses/
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guidelines of internships abroad”, such as “What should I put in my baggage?”, 
"What should I do in case I get lost?” “How to organise my free time?”.  

● From the second to the fifth meeting. Basic country language course, aimed at 
managing both working relations and tourist tours in the most independent way 
possible. Each participant will also be given a basic dictionary.  

● Sixth meeting. Introduction of the specific working experience, its features and its content 
in terms of tasks and responsibilities. Internship positions available in the NH hotel: tasks, 
tools and necessary skills will be specified, also through the app “On my own”, which has 
been developed during two past Erasmus+ projects. 

● Seventh online meeting between participants with ID, together with their tutor, sending 
organisation and hosting organisation (manager and colleagues). Virtual tour of the hotel, 
meeting future colleagues, assigned to them as tutors.  

PRACTICAL_2: DURING THE MOBILITY 

COURSE UNIT DESCRIPTION 

1 Unit code Practical_2 

2 Unit title During mobility 

3 Unit description This unit introduces the learners to get knowledge about 
what to do during the mobility experience of the learner 
It includes: 

● Decreasing tutorship; 
● Relations between external tutor and internal 

tutor(s); 
●  Activities with local organisations; 
●  Safety. 

4 Unit schedule (code 

of sub-units and 
time) 

Pract_2.1. Group work “What to do during the mobility” 
– 180 minutes 
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5 Learning objectives LObj1: Reflecting organisational steps during the 
mobility; 
LObj2: Knowledge about the support system during the 
mobility; 
LObj3: Understanding of the responsibilities of all parties 
involved; 
LObj4: Knowledge about important steps after the 
mobility; 
LObj5: New information about a personalised follow up 
of participants with ID; 

6 Learning outcomes 
(LOut) 

LOut1 Describe the key steps to guarantee a successful 
follow up during the mobility for participants with ID; 
LOut2 Reflect different obligations of the parties 
(participants, hosting company, tutor, accompanying 
teacher and partner organisation; 
LOut3 Explain the special support participants with ID 
need; 

7 Unit core material Pract_2a: What to do during the mobility (PPT 
presentation); 

8 Assessment tools 

(self-evaluation 
exercises, test, etc.) 

● Reflection at the end of the day; 
● Group evaluation at the end of the training 

sessions. 

9 Key words Mobility, during, what to do, special supports, ID. 

Table 2: 2nd unit macro design 

The second unit of this module introduces learners to what to do during the mobility, 
including the role of the tutor, relationship between internal tutor (accompanying person) 
and external tutor (apprenticeship tutor), activities with local organisations and safety 
topics.  
This Unit focuses on how to design and carry out inclusive mobility, guaranteeing adequate 
conditions to learn and work abroad for people with fewer opportunities, by addressing 
their diverse support needs. Thus, to develop inclusive mobility, a VET centre, a mobility 
operator or also a mobility manager, has to keep in mind all needs highlighted by all staff 
within institutions, organisations and participants participating in the mobility project.  

Another topic of interest addressed by this Unit concerns the decreasing involvement of 
tutors during the apprenticeship of ID learners. Since the first day of apprenticeship, tutors 
are responsible for ID learners’ safety, as well as the relationship between learners and 
apprenticeship tutor. Anyway, as long as the working period comes to its normal end, the 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1C44k_ay3Y8mZFYljEBUmFwLxBX0Y70t8/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=117141748792644755115&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1C44k_ay3Y8mZFYljEBUmFwLxBX0Y70t8/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=117141748792644755115&rtpof=true&sd=true
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level of involvement of the accompanying tutor decreases, enhancing the freedom and 
autonomy of the ID learners.  

In addition to the formal role accomplished by the accompanying tutor, an important 
function played is that of emotional and psychological support to learners. Indeed, 
experiences abroad could be completely new, and learners could be unprepared, as well as 
negatively stressed out by the changing conditions they are exposed to. Also, they could 
suddenly face negative emotion, so the tutor should be able to manage the negative feelings 
and mediate the activity of learners with their working environment, supporting them to 
cope with their anxieties, frustrations and the fear of not meeting others’ expectations.  

Changing the perspective to the hosting institution, the apprenticeship tutor should design 
ID learners' daily working routine according to a needs-based approach. In other words, 
He/she should face critical situations/mistakes at work and be able to support the trainees 
with specific evaluation moments. Regarding the tasks to carry out, tutors should explain 
how to perform a task and then immediately correct any error, or create supporting tools 
like: checklist of tasks which needs to be done, clarify and remember all the necessary steps 
to perform a specific task. Some other suggestions could be: use clear and simple language; 
respect times to do the tasks; give clear and simple instructions; explain the formal/informal 
rules in the workplace; final evaluation and internship certificate together with the involved 
parties.  
From the sending organisation point of view, as well as topics addressed by Unit A, some 
other indication can easily be provided hereafter. During the preparatory meetings, it is 
important that the sending organisation collaborate with hosting centres to ensure the 
creation of a response plan together with intermediary organisation; regular check-ups 
between the host organisation and the participant; make sure the companies tutor to 
understand the special needs of the participant; creating a follow up plan during the 
introduction meeting; create supporting tools together with the tutor of the company; 
create activities together with the intermediary organisation. Within the relationship with 
hosting and sending organisations, an important function is played by the intermediary 
organisation. Indeed, it should be responsible for organising a welcome session, favouring a 
steady and clear communication flow and carrying out frequent check-ups with hosting and 
sending organisations.  

PRACTICAL_3: AFTER MOBILITY 

COURSE UNIT DESCRIPTION 

1 Unit code Practical 3 

2 Unit title After mobility 
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3 Unit description This unit introduces the learners to get knowledge about 
what to do after the mobility experience of the learner 
It includes: 

● How to get the best from the experience abroad; 
● Skills gained; 
● Looking for a job. 

4 Unit schedule (code 

of sub-units and 
time) 

Pract_3.1: What to do after the mobility – 120 minutes 

5 Learning objectives LObj1: Reflecting organisational steps after the mobility 
LOnj2: Knowledge about the support system after the 
mobility 
LObj3: Understanding of the responsibilities of all parties 
involved 
LObj:4 New information about a personalised follow up of 
participants with ID 

6 Learning outcomes 

(LOut) 
LOut1 Explain the special support participants with ID 
need 
LOut2 Describe key steps to follow “After the mobility” 
LOut3 Explain different tools to evaluate and monitor the 
Learning Outcomes of the participants with ID 

7 Unit core material Pract_3a: What to do after the mobility (PPT 
presentation); 
Pract_3b: What to do after the mobility (web page) 
https://europa.eu/europass/en/national-europass-
centres; 
Pract_3c: What to do after the mobility job seeking (web 
pages) 

8 Assessment tools 
(self-evaluation 

exercises, test, etc.) 

● Reflection at the end of the day 
● Group evaluation at the end of the training sessions  

9 Key words  Mobility, after, ID job seeking, europass. 

Table 3: 3rd Unit macro design 

This third unit focuses on reflecting on the apprenticeship experiences, as well as the skill 
evaluation and individual resources gained during the apprenticeship. This reflection phase 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/11_6LDNTwvUBIPJT3E61q1nx60Tr5TyRQ/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=117141748792644755115&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/11_6LDNTwvUBIPJT3E61q1nx60Tr5TyRQ/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=117141748792644755115&rtpof=true&sd=true
about:blank
about:blank
https://europa.eu/europass/en/national-europass-centres
https://europa.eu/europass/en/national-europass-centres
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is important to facilitate the inclusion in a new working environment for ID learners thanks 
to the skills gained abroad that could be applied at local level, enhancing the possibilities to 
get a job or to engage in working experiences. 
In addition, the unit provides information on practical tools to record the acquisition of new 
competences. One of these is the Europass mobility tool, a standard document in use 
throughout Europe that formally records details of the skills and competences acquired by 
an individual during a period of mobility in another European country. Monitoring the 
experience outcomes is the first step to enhance ID learners' possibilities to look for a job 
within a living country. Once assessed the skills and competences, the tutor/mobility 
operator designer/VET operator should concentrate in the design of a work strategy, 
querying some of the next thoughts:  

● What do I want to work on? 
● Which sectors are most in-demand? And where should my competences be easily 

spent? 
● If I have no previous experience, which individual features should I have? 
● How can my disability be an ally to explain how I have developed skills such as effort, 

patience or resilience? 

MODULE 2: TRANSVERSAL ACTIVITIES 

TRANSVERSAL_1: EVALUATE/RECOGNISE ID LEARNERS SKILLS 

COURSE UNIT DESCRIPTION 

1 Unit code Transv_1 

2 Unit title Evaluate/Recognise ID learners’ skills  

3 Unit description This unit introduces the learners several tools to: 
● mentor 
● evaluate 
● Recognise Learners Outcomes. 

It includes: 
PPT  
State of mind - emotions support tool (starting point for 
feedback at the beginning and at the end); 
Individual self-evaluation grid for the mentoring; 
Evaluation form (job evaluation) 
ID learners’ feedback  
A certificate of attendance template 

4 Unit schedule (code of sub-
units and time) 

Transv_1.1. How to mentor 
Transv_1.2. How to evaluate 
Transv_1.3. How to recognize 

5 Learning objectives 
LObj1: Give practical tools to facilitate the mentoring, the 
evaluation, the recognition and the certification of ID learners 
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6 Learning outcomes (LOut) 
LOut 1: Be able to mentor ID learners 
LOut 2: Be able to evaluate ID learners 
LOut 3: Be able to certify ID learners 

7 Unit core material  

Transv_1a: Evaluate/Recognise ID learners’ skills (PPT 
presentation)  
Transv_1b: State of mind (picture)  
Transv_1c: Learning agreement (doc)  
Transv_1d: Self-evaluation (pdf) 
Transv_1e: Job evaluation (pdf)  

8 

Assessment tools (self-
evaluation exercises, tests, 
etc.) 

N/A 

9 Key words Assessment, tools, monitoring, evaluation, feedback. 

Table 4: first transversal unit description 

The second module of this training toolkit focuses on the development of transversal 
competences and knowledge. These strongly support the achievement of mobility objectives 
set at the beginning of the design, as well as provide monitoring tools for the accompanying 
tutor to validate ID learners’ skills and evaluate their experiences. 

Specifically, this Unit aims to teach practical use of tools to facilitate the mentoring, the 
evaluation, the recognition and the certification of ID learners. Thus, at the end of the Unit, 
learners will be able to mentor ID learners, evaluate and facilitate their experiences, as well 
as certify them for the validation of skills acquired during the internship.  

With regards to the role of mentor played by the accompanying tutor as a experience 
evaluator, it is important to keep in mind that 3 are the evaluating moment: 

● Before mobility: the tutor/mentor should investigate ID learners’ expectations, needs 
and resources they can use to accomplish as best as they can job requirements. This 
is an important aspect of the mobility design, as when contacting hosting companies 
for the apprenticeship, it is fundamental to have a work environment suitable to 
their needs and expectations. At the same time, an adaptation to the work 
environment is demanded of ID learners. So, the critical point is to find a fit between 
the work placement, tasks and environment, and the ID learners. Thus, to satisfy all 
these requirements, a learning agreement should be signed by all the actors on the 
scene. By this way, all important information is shared, also focusing on the learning 
outcomes ID learners want to achieve, and promoting individual growth at overall 
level: as professionals and as autonomous persons. 

● Once taken all these aspects and established formal features of the apprenticeship, 
the tutor is responsible for the evaluation of the experience, as a matter of 
expectation met, satisfaction, but also skills developed. Guided by the tutor, the 
hosting company, the sending organisation and the trainee are required to provide 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1EDl--7JwHE0HNqnjlXNmiertd-2CmkUG/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=117141748792644755115&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1EDl--7JwHE0HNqnjlXNmiertd-2CmkUG/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=117141748792644755115&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19J_o4-HU6ngcW82hVRe4v96MjOgOWHoC/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EdfINduG-JYbVCS1M2CGoKlepLEMg9vY/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=117141748792644755115&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16vw6oP4mMpQMXqCxyWYoQy4fIYz3obj2/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=117141748792644755115&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Q6G7y6bP-GY20YowlTjCGyWgQvuakDQI/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=117141748792644755115&rtpof=true&sd=true
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feedback. To gather information fulfilling this different perspective of mobility, many 
areas are evaluated: time management, assigned tasks, adaptability and 
interpersonal relationships with regards to the apprenticeship experience. On the 
other hand, a self-evaluation can be delivered capturing the overall experience of the 
mobility, investigating feelings, mood, free time and overall satisfaction.  

Alongside the official monitoring/reporting tools provided by European Institutions, the 
common work of PR.E.S.T.O. partners gave birth to many other tools that should be used 
when carrying out international mobilities with ID learners. In addition to the learning 
outcomes, self-evaluation and job evaluation forms, other tools have been considered so 
important to be embedded into this toolkit. To provide a 360 degrees support to ID learners’ 
experience, the “State of Mind '' picture can be used during pre-departure and at the end. 
This tool is very effective for ID learners to ease their expression of emotions, without the 
need to explicitly describe how they feel and giving immediate feedback about their 
experience.  

 
Figure 1: “State of Mind” tool 

The strength of this technique is the ease of identification with the different figures 
depicted. This means that the process of identification is mainly subjective, and the meaning 
given to those different figures displayed can be very various among ID learners. So, a 
certain kind of skill is demanded to the tutor, who is the facilitator of this evaluation process.  
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TRANSVERSAL_2: FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS 

COURSE UNIT DESCRIPTION 

1 Unit code Transv_2 

2 Unit title 
FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS TO KEEP IN MIND 
WHEN INVOLVING LEARNERS WITH INTELLECTUAL 

DISABILITY (ID) 

3 Unit description This unit introduces the learners to: 

● How to financially arrange a mobility abroad 
with ID learners; 

● inspire and entrust participants that will carry 

on with the organisation of future mobilities 

It includes: 

● PPT; 
● Introduction of Handi’cap sur l’Europe project; 
● 2 short presentations of: 

o 1 official video of ASPANRI: an 
organisation leading the Meson 

Campeones restaurant with ID 
employees; 

4 Unit schedule (code 
of sub-units and 
time) 

Transv_2.1: Financial arrangements to keep in mind 
when involving learners with intellectual disability 
(id) 

Transv_2.2: Handicap sur l’Europe inspiring 
consortium – 15 minutes 

Transv_2.3: Don Bosco and ASPANRI partnership – 
15 minutes  

5 Learning objectives 

LObj1: define roles of accompanying tutor and 
financial requirements 
LObj2: get to know ID workers 

LObj3: learn from international best practices 

6 
Learning outcomes 
(LOut) 

LOut1: Get more confident on dealing with inclusive 

mobilities 
LOut2: Enlarge partners network for future mobilities 

LOut: set up financial requirements of mobilities 

7 
Unit core 
material  

Transv_2a: Financial arrangements to keep in mind 

when involving learners with intellectual disability 
(PPT presentation) 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1W7KvrfC2Yc9jCsM6mYQiarPDAgkjp_bw/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=117141748792644755115&rtpof=true&sd=true
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Transv_2b: Best practice/Campeones, (video 
https://youtu.be/4RaImOs5w6E)  
Transv_2c: Handicap Sur l’Europe (pdf) Handicapsur 

l' Europe brochure Eng.pdf) 
Transv_2d: Don Bosco Aspanri 2017 (pdf) (Best 

practices DON BOSCO  ) 

8 

Assessment tools 

(self-evaluation 
exercises, test, 
etc.) 

N/A 

9 Key words Best practices, Campeones. 

Table 5: Best practices Unit 

COURSE EVALUATION 

Along with the assessment practices highlighted by the macro design tables, other 
evaluation areas should be addressed.  

At the end of each module, the areas to be evaluated match: 

● Clarity and appropriateness of objectives and methodologies, quality of materials, 
quality and appropriateness of teaching methods and Extent to which learning 
objective were met; 

● Questionnaire for Vet mobility designer; 
● Satisfaction report: level of satisfaction related to training event; most/least useful 

aspect; relevance to each participant's work activities; relevance to each participants 
work activities; opportunity offered by the event; tasks and responsibility/project 
output; other aspects; overall level of satisfaction; comments and suggestions. 

These areas can be evaluated through an ad hoc questionnaire and delivered once 
completed the training course. 
  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cehSTRmLnLTImVK9VHlKZmf66kukvZve/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cehSTRmLnLTImVK9VHlKZmf66kukvZve/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1utbDneNPCz8EJDOLLYkbTo6VNTbdcMtU5hF7PGgJZvs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1utbDneNPCz8EJDOLLYkbTo6VNTbdcMtU5hF7PGgJZvs/edit?usp=sharing
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ANNEXES 

UNIT CORE MATERIAL: PRACT_1A 

 

PR.E.S.T.O.
O1_A2: PR.E.S.T.O. TRAINING COURSE FOR VET PROVIDERS

PRACT_1_1a: WHAT TO KEEP IN MIND TO PREPARE THE MOBILITY WITH LEARNERS WITH INTELLECTUAL 
DISABILITY (ID)

PR.E.S.T.O - Promoting pEople with diSability Transnational mObility
Agreement No. 2020-1-IT01-KA202-008419  
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UNIT CORE MATERIAL: PRACT_1B 
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UNT CORE MATERIAL: PRACT_1C 

https://www.valueablenetwork.eu/video-gallery/  

UNIT CORE MATERIAL: PRACT_1D 

https://www.valueablenetwork.eu/  

UNIT CORE MATERIAL: PRACT_1E 

https://www.valueablenetwork.eu/haccp-courses/); 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13pUWFxvbz4AKLX8HGh1g4RMw2zGREpKk?usp=sh
aring 

UNIT CORE MATERIAL: PRACT_2A 

 

https://www.valueablenetwork.eu/video-gallery/
https://www.valueablenetwork.eu/
https://www.valueablenetwork.eu/haccp-courses/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13pUWFxvbz4AKLX8HGh1g4RMw2zGREpKk?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13pUWFxvbz4AKLX8HGh1g4RMw2zGREpKk?usp=sharing
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UNIT CORE MATERIAL: PRACT_3A 
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UNIT CORE MATERIAL: TRANS_1A 
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UNIT CORE MATERIALS: TRANS_1B 
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UNIT CORE MATERIAL: TRANSV_1C 

Erasmus+ learning agreement 

1. Purpose of the learning agreement 
This learning agreement defines the conditions and expected outcomes of a learning 
mobility organised within the framework of the Erasmus+ programme. Parties in this 
agreement shall abide by the programme’s rules and quality standards 

2. Information about the learning mobility 

Field 
 
Vocational education Training (VET) 
 

Activity type: Training 

Mode: Physical  

Start date:  

End date:  

3. Parties to the learning agreement 
The learning agreement is concluded between the participant in the learning mobility, the 
sending organisation and the hosting organisation. 

● Participant in the learning mobility 

Full name:  

Address:  

Email:  

Phone number(s):  

● Legal tutor 

Participant’s legal guardian full 
name: 

 

Address:  

Email:  

Phone number(s):  

● Sending organisation 

Organisation name:  

Address:  

● Hosting organisation 

Organisation name:  

Address:  
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4. Learning context 

At the sending organisation, the participant is currently enrolled in: 

Title of the qualification / 
profession: 

No qualification 

School year / grade: Level X 

Level in the European 
Qualifications Framework: 

Level X 

5. Learning outcomes 

The parties have agreed that the following learning outcomes should be achieved during the 
learning mobility: 

Outcome 1: PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE 

Relevant subject, skill or 
competence: 

Discover the labour environment 
Consolidate professional achievements 

Description: 
The goal is to reinforce existing skills of the trainers or to 
expand them if they are discovering another field of work. 

 

Outcome 2: PROFESSIONNAL DISCOVER 

Relevant subject, skill or 
competence 

Discover and exchange professional practices 

 

Description: 

During the trainings, the thing is to get to know the business 
world from a large vision but also to learn new practices in 
the different professional fields. To go further, the trainee 
can also be able to explain his styles of work to the host 
companies. 

 

Outcome 3: SOFT SKILLS 

Relevant subject, skill or 
competence 

Development of soft skills 

Description: 
Self-confidence, autonomy, adaptability, listening and 
respect of community life are important skills that must be 
acquired during this training 

 

Outcome 4: INTERCULTURAL SITUATION 

Relevant subject, skill or 
competence 

Procuration of intercultural skills 
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Description: 

The trainee is able to live intercultural situations but also to 
face them with tolerance, open-mindedness or respect for 
others. 
 

 

6. Learning programme and tasks 
To achieve the agreed learning outcomes, the participant will complete the following 
activities and tasks during their mobility activity. 

Activity / task 1:  

Description: 

 
 
 
 
 

7. Monitoring, mentoring and support during the activity 
● Responsible persons at the hosting organisation 

The following person(s) at the hosting organisation are tasked with introducing the 
participant to their activities and tasks at the hosting organisation, providing practical 
support, monitoring their learning progress, supporting them to achieve the expected 
learning outcomes, and helping them to integrate into the daily routines and the social 
context at the hosting organisation. 

Full name:  

Job title:  

Email:  

Phone number:  

Responsibilities:  

● Responsible persons at the sending organisation 

The following person(s) at the sending organisation are tasked with following the 
participants’ progress and providing content or practical support from the side of the 
sending organisation. 

Full name:  

Job title:  

Email:  

Phone number(s):  

Responsibilities:  
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● Accompanying persons  
The following person(s) will accompany the participant during their mobility period: 

Full name:       

Position or 
qualification: 

      

Email:       

Phone 
number(s): 

      

Responsibilities: Mentor Mentor Mentor Mentor Mentor Mentor 

 

8. Mentoring and monitoring arrangements 

As a minimum, the monitoring and mentoring arrangements will include the following 
activities: 

● Preparatory visit 
● Support of trainers during internships 
● Shift of a professional from the coordinating organization  
● Informal discussions with trainees and companies and midterm self-evaluation  
● A final individual evaluation at the company 
● A collective assessment at the end of the stay 

9. Evaluation of learning outcomes 

After the mobility activity, the participant’s learning outcomes will be assessed in the 
following way: 

Evaluation format: 
A self-evaluation and a final assessment 

 
Evaluation criteria: 
Achievement or state of progress on the learning outcomes (described in point 5) as well 

as the feelings of the trainees during the mobility (midterm) 

 
Evaluation procedures: 
The evaluation will be done at the end of the internship with mentor the trainee and the 

company tutor in the base of a common evaluation grid provided at the beginning. This 

evaluation gris was inspired by the EUROPASS certification in order to facilitate it 

completion.  

10. Recognition of learning outcomes 

The learning outcomes attained by the participant will be recognised in the following way: 
Recognition conditions: 
The trainees are able to say orally the different aspects of work discovered and put them 

into practice. This will be one during an EUROPASS workshop 
 

Recognition procedures: 
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The sending organisation will be responsible for the valorisation of the learners' 

achievements and will accompany the trainees in putting them into the form of the 

EUROPASS certification. On the return of the trainees, one or more workshops on the 

completion of the EUROPASS will be organised.  

11. Reintegration at the sending organisation 

Following the completion of the mobility period, the participant will be reintegrated at the 
sending organisation in the following way: 

Reintegration destination: 
Trainees will return to their work establishment 

 
Reintegration conditions: 
No reintegration action will be set up 

 

12. Signatures 

The signatories confirm that they understood and approve the content of this agreement. 
 

Participant  Participant’s legal guardian 

Full name:   Full name:  

Date and place:   Date and place:  

Signature: 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Signature:  

 

For sending organisation  For hosting organisation  

Full name:   Full name:  

Position:   Position:  

Date and place:   Date and place:  

Signature: 
 
 
 

 

Signature: 
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UNIT CORE MATERIAL: TRANSV_1D 

TRAINEE:    
DATE: 

● MY FEELINGS TODAY 

1. Today I felt 
 

 
 1 2 3  4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

            

Comments:  

 

 

 

 

● MY INTERNSHIP  

1. In the company, I felt 

 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

           

 

2. I respected my schedule (I get to work on time, I respected my working time…)   

 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

           

 

3. I could talk with the others workers 

 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

           

 

In which situation?   
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4. What activities did I do or discover today? 

 

 

5. My tasks were 

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

           

If your answer was from 1 to 5, how do you succeeded in resolving these 
difficulties? 

 

 

 

 

● MY FREE TIME 
1. I’ve used social media to share my internship experience  

 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

           

 

2. I assisted to a cultural activity and… 

 

 
1 2 3 4  5 6 7 8 9 10 

            

 

3. I do anticipate the day of tomorrow  

 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

           

 

● MY GLOBAL VISION  
1. I wish to know more about the local culture  
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

           

 

2. I want to go back to France as soon as possible!  

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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UNIT CORE MATERIAL: TRANSV_1E 

STAGISTA/TRAINEE/STAGIAIRE:  

TUTOR/TUTOR/TUTEUR/ICE:  

POSTO DI LAVORO/ WORK PLACE/ LIEU DE STAGE:  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------- 

I. GESTIONE DEL TEMPO/ TIME Management / GESTION DU TEMPS 
1. Puntuale/ Punctual/ Ponctuel 

 

- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
+ 

          

 
2. Diligente / Diligent / Assidu.e 

 

- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 + 

          

 
3. Gestire il suo tempo e timetable / Manage his time schedule / Gère son 

emploi du temps 
 

- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
+ 
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II. COMPITI ASSEGNATI / ASSIGNED TASKS / TACHES CONFIEES 

 
3. Eseguire compiti semplice / Perform simple tasks / Suit des consignes simples/ 

 

- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 + 

          

 
4. Provare di fare domande, a capire gli istruzioni / Tries to ask questions, to understand 

the instructions / Cherche à poser des questions, à comprendre les consignes 
 

- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 + 

          

 
5. È diligente nello svolgimento dei compiti assegnati / Is diligent in carrying out the tasks 

assigned / S’applique dans la réalisation des tâches confiées 
 

- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 + 

          

 
6. Interesse, motivazione a lavorare nel campo professionale pertinente? / Interest, 

motivation to work in the relevant professional field? / Interêt, motivation a travailler 
dans le champs profesionnel concerné?  

 

- 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 + 
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III. ADAPTABILITÀ / ADAPTABILITY/ ADAPTABILITY 

1. Cerca di imparare nuovi compiti / Wants to learn new tasks / Cherche a 
apprendre de nouvelles tâches 

- 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 + 

          

 
2. Si adatta ai cambiamenti (squadre, orari, missioni...) / Adapts to changes 

(timetable, team, activities..) / S’adapte aux changements (équipes, emploi du 
temps, missions…) 

 

- 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 + 

          

 

3. Si addata al ritmo della ditta / Follow the rhythm of the company ? /S’adapte au 
rythme de l’entreprise?   

- 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 + 
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4. RELAZIONI INTERPERSONALI / INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS / RELATIONS 
INTERPERSONNELLES 

1. Salutare i colleghi / Greet their colleagues / Salue ses collègues de travail  

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 + 
          

2. Fare conoscenza degli altri lavoratori / Reach out to other workers /Va vers les 
autres travailleurs  

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 + 
          

 

3. Chiedere aiuto quando si è in difficoltà / Ask for help, if they are in difficulty? / 
Demande de l’aide, lorsqu’il/elle est en difficulté   

 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  

          

COMMENTS 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

COMPANY HOST ORGANIZATION 

ACCOMPAIGNER TRAINEE 

SIGNATURES/SIGNATURES:  
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UNIT CORE MATERIAL: TRANSV_2A 
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UNIT CORE MATERIAL: TRANSV_2B 

https://youtu.be/4RaImOs5w6E 

UNIT CORE MATERIAL: TRANSV_2C 

 
 

https://youtu.be/4RaImOs5w6E
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UNIT CORE MATERIAL: TRANSV_2D 

Name: Institut Don Bosco  
 

Localisation:  Bordeaux, France 

 

“They said” / Values: Describe the values of the organisation (by quoting a sentence for 

example) 
 

“Each person is a whole, physical, psychical, social, intellectual and spiritual and their dignity 
is our mission.” 

 

“In figures”: (this section as to be short max 6/7 lines) 

● 160 years of existence 
● 30 establishments and services in the Gironde region 
● 850 employees helping about 1.600 young and adults and about 3.500 adults in 

continuing education and victim support schemes. 
● 4 fields of activity: child protection, disability, training, victim support  
● 2 values: respect of the human and its dignity 
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“Beneficiaries” / “Target group” 
Characteristics of the people supported by the organisation  

 

“Place we visited”: IME Don Bosco  
The Medico-Educational Institute (IME) DON BOSCO provides specialised education and 
social and medico-social support for children, teenagers and young adults with mid/medium 
mental disabilities.  It welcomes young people between 10 and 20 years old according to the 
decision of the MDPH-Maison Départementale pour les Personnes Handicapées- which is the 
local public centre for disabled people. The IME can host 64 young people: 24 in the IMP-
Institut Médico-Pédagogique- for young boys, 24 places for young people between 16 and 
20 years old in the IMPro-Institut Medico-Professionnel- and 16 places in the SAISP-Service 
d’Accompagnement à l’Insertion Socio-Professionnelle- which works with the existing 
common law systems and all partners linked to the therapeutic, social and professional 
orientation of young people. Accommodation units are outsourced close to the IME.  
Regarding schooling, there is a school located within the institute (elementary school level: 
CP-CE2). The disabled learners attend school part-time (half a day). They do not obtain a 
diploma; it is only about professional and practical training.  
The IMPro, starting at 15 years old, helps young people to define a vocational project by 
practising vocational activities.  
The objectives of the IME are:  

● To develop a global management on the educational, pedagogical and therapeutic 
levels 

● To defend the culture of respect for the individual and his or her history, dignity and 
uniqueness, 

● To ensure that rights are known and respected within the structure,  
● To promote citizen actions,  
● To promote, encourage and create the conditions for meeting with the family in a 

process of accompaniment, 
● The SAISP carries out an important work of partnership and network in order to allow 

an effective orientation and to create all the conditions allowing the person to leave 
the establishment in the most autonomous way possible.  

 

“Focus on mobility experiences” 
The IME DON BOSCO already participated in mobility projects for 2 weeks. For them the 
preparation of the young people before mobility is essential. In fact, going abroad, in a new 
country, travelling, taking a plane mean a lot of new experiences for young people which can 
be seen as a source of stress. This is why it is important to let the staff visit the locations 
during a preparatory visit and to start talking about the mobility at least 6 months before the 
mobility. This visit allows the staff to organise the mobility in the best conditions possible 
because they visit the location, the accommodations and organise the transportation and 
the work rhythm. Once they did these preparatory visits, they can explain to the young 
people they chose how the mobility will take place. It is very reassuring for the young 
because the staff can talk about concrete things and explain them all the details. The 
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objectives of these mobility experiences, for young people, are to experience new 
experiences such as taking a plane or sleeping in a hotel for the first time, in order to give 
them autonomy.  
 

“We loved” 
The IME does not offer only specialised education and social and medico-social support. In 
fact, they also provide social support to students who have a particular family history or who 
have traumas.  
Also, within the IME, hobbies and internships outside of the institute are highly encouraged.  
 

OTHER OFFERS 

● Working in partnerships to facilitate the life of the students after Don Bosco 
● Social support is also offered to those students who may need it due to issues within 

the families (or due to other traumas) 
● Hobbies and internships outside of the institute are encouraged as well 

 

“Contact”: 
I.M.E DON BOSCO 
181 rue Saint François-Xavier 
CS 30112 
33173 Gradignan Cedex 
Tel:00335 56 75 78 72 

 

“Pictures”: 
 

 
 


